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Summary should be in the same direction as tail-rotor thrust

An investigation was conducted in the Langley to help decrease the thrust. The steeper the slope of

14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to determine two- the fuselage side-force coefficient cy/¢ and the larger

dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of nine the positive and negative values of the section side-

polygon-shaped models applicable to helicopter fuse- force coefficient c, the more sensitive the fuselage is

lages. The models varied from 1/2 to 1/5 scale and to the velocity and angle-of-attack changes and the
were nominally triangular, diamond, and rectangu- greater the potential is for fuselage yawing momentsre min ay c ctinanlshar. Sin crosswinds and sideward flight with the attendant
lar in cross-sectional shape. Section side-force co- budnotalrorhsewr.Tetepssf

efficients cy and section normal-force coefficients c,

were obtained at a dynamic pressure of 20 psf and the slope of cy/0, much like the lift-curve slope for

at incremental angles of flow incidence 0 from -45' an airfoil, indicates a larger side force for a given an-

to 900. The data were compared with results from gle of flow incidence 0 as well as increased sensitivity

a study of a UH-60 tail-'oom cross-sectional model to changes in 0 or velocity.
* -t served as the baseline configuration. Data from Previous studies (refs. 3 to 7) have been made
a UH-1 class helicopter were used in calculations to in an effort to understand and modify helicopter
estimate effects of the cross-sectional aerodynamics tail-boom aerodynamic forces. Both two-dimensional
on tail-rotor power. wind-tunnel model and flight investigations were con-

The overall shapes of the plots of c, and cy ver- ducted on OH-58, UH-1, AH-64, and UH-60 heli-
sus 0 for the polygon-shaped models were similar to copter tail booms. The two-dimensional tail-boom
the characteristic shape of the baseline data; how- cross-sectional shapes investigated in the tunnel were
ever, there were important differences in magnitude. generally cylindrical or oval. However, radar de-
At 0 = 0', for example, larger maximum values of c, tectability requirements of future military helicopters
for the polygonal models than for the baseline model require a change from more traditional designs to
resulted in a computed increase in fuselage down- low-radar-signature cross-sectional designs that are
load penalties of about 1 to 2.5 percent of main-rotor generally polygon shaped. The aerodynamic charac-
thrust. Three of the polygonal models had larger val- teristics of the polygonal shapes have not been fully
ues of the slope of cy versus 0 than the baseline con- investigated, and data from wind-tunnel models are
figuration had, an indication of potential among the necessary to validate computational methods that
polygonal configurations for producing higher fuse- will be used to predict aerodynamic effects on vehicle
lage side-force and yawing moments when the cross performance and handling qualities.
sections are incorporated into a helicopter design. To provide these data, a wind-tunnel investiga-
Key parameters from the polygon-shaped-model data tion was conducted in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot
were compared with UH-60, AH-64, and UH-1 two- Subsonic Tunnel with nine two-dimensional polygon-
dimensional model data previously reported. shaped models that varied from 1/2 to 1/ scale. The
Introduction models, shown in figure 1, were based on dosign in-

formation from an investigation sponsored by the
Single-rotor helicopters are subject to complex U.S. Army on fuselage low-radar cross sections and

airflows generated by the main- and tail-rotor wakes represent possible future fuselage cross sections. The
and the ambient wind. These airflows create aero- results from the polygon-shaped models were com-
dynamic forces on the fuselage and the tail-boom as- pared with those of a modern U.S. Army utility
sembly which, during hover and low-speed sideward helicopter tail-boom cross-sectional model (UH-60),
flight, must be counteracted by increased main-rotor which served as the baseline configuration (ref. 3).
and tail-rotor thrust to maintain aircraft trim (refs. 1 When calculations were made to determine the ef-
and 2). The additional thrust increases the power fect of side-force characteristics on tail-rotor power, a
requirements, which results in a reduction in both UH-1 class helicopter (Bell 204B) was used because of
payload and yaw control margins. The magnitude of the type of flight data available. Aerodynamic forces
the aerodynamic forces on the fuselage is influenced were measured at a free-stream dynamic pressure qo
by the cross-sectional shape and size of the fuselage of 20 psf for angles of 0 from -45' to 90' . The base-
as well as by the angle of attack and dynamic pres- line configuration data were taken at q, = 25 psf
sure in the wake around the fuselage. To optimize (ref. 3). The results are presented as the section
the aerodynamics. a fuselage cross-sectional configu- normal-force coefficient C, and c. as a function of 0
ration should be shaped to minimize the down load for each configuration and are compared with results
on the fuselage, which must be offset by additional from the baseline model tests. Calculations based
,,ain-rotor thrust. Also, the side force on the boom on an assumed helicopter were made to obtain the



approximate effects of the variations in side-load and S, polygon-shaped-model identification.,
down-load section coefficients on tail-rotor and main- with x indicating configuration,
rotor power required compared with those of the x = 1, 2. 9
baseline configurations.

Symbols Model and Apparatus

Conventions for positive sense of flow inclination, Nine polygon-shaped models representative of

model reference dimensions, and aerodynamic coeffi- cross sections of rotorcraft fuselages or tail booms
cients are shown in figure 2. were tested. The models varied from approximately

1/2 to 1/5 scale. Dimensions and cross-sectional shapes

b maximumn width of model, in. of the nine models and of the baseline UH-60 tail-
boom model are shown in figure 1. Model configura-

c maxinmum depth of model, in. tions S and S2 were both basically triangular, with
Cq section side-force coefficient. rounded corners on the bottom. Configuration S1

Side force per unit length had a flat top and configuration S2 had a rounded
bq, top that could serve as a tail-rotor drive-shaft cover

(TRDSC). Configurations S3 and S4 were both di-
c section normal-force coefficient, amond shaped, with a nearly flat bottom. Config-

Longitudinal force per unit length uration S.1 had a pointed top and configuration S3

bq~c had a small, flat top. Configurations S5 and S6 were

PFtr power-factor ratio of tail-rotor power truncated triangles. Configuration S6 had a TRDSC
required to balance aerodynanic force shape on top of the truncation. Configurations S 7

of tail boom with polygonal cross and S8 were both diamond shaped and looked sim-
sections to tail-rotor power required to ilar to configuration S3 except for larger flat tops.
balance aerodynamic force of baseline Configuration S8 had a TRDSC shape on top. Con-
(Bell 204B) tail boom figuration S9 was basically a vertical rectangle with

1 pdr rounded corners and had a TRDSC shape on top.
free-stream dynamic pressure. 2p , The baseline model section was taken from the tail

boom of a UH-60 at a station approximately under-

R Reynolds number, pVc neath the 80-percent-radius station of the main-rotor
12pi blade and was a rounded oval shape with a TRDSC

r corner radii of fuselage cross section, on top.
in. The models were constructed of aluminum sheet

A,, c gtrmetal attached to aluminum bulkheads with flush

change in main-rotor thrust required mounting screws. The surfaces were smooth without
for helicopter with tail boom equipped the protruding rivet heads characteristic of helicopter
with the polygon-shaped cross sections fuselages and tail booms. Configurations S3 , S4 , S7,
coned wai heliope wand S8 were fabricated from wood and aluminum.
line (UH-60)tail boonm The model reference dimensions and directions of

V-1 free-stream velocity in tunnel. ft/sec aerodynamic coefficients are shown in figure 2.

3 angle of sideslip, positive with relative The installation of one of the models in the 14-
wind approaching aircraft from the by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is shown in figure 3. A
right, (leg technical description of the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic

p absolute viscosity, slug/ft-sec Tunnel is given in reference 8. A schematic drawing
II of the components of the helicopter fuselage cross-

p free-stream air density. slug/ft 3  sectional test apparatus is shown in figure 4. The
test apparatus was constructed in three major sec-

ae of floidensinal plnenorml tions. The upper and lower sections were rigidly
to axis of two-dimensional cylinder. mounted, whereas the niddle section (metric section)
(leg was attached to a six-component strain-gage balance.

Abbreviations: The apparatus was rotated about the vertical axis

BL baseline to vary the angle of flow incidence 0 on the model.
Large circular plates (48 in. in diameter) were placed

TRDSC tail-rotor drive-shaft cover at. both ends of the apparatus to ensure that evenly
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distributed two-dimensional flow would occur on the A third factor that can affect aerodynamic results
metric section. as a function of angle of attack or airspeed is hystere-

sis caused by flow separation. This effect can influ-

Test Procedures and Accuracy ence the sequence used when q., or 0 are varied to
take data points. To determine the effects of chang-

Data were taken at a constant qcc as the model ing the sequence of ¢ at a given q,, several runs
was rotated through the range of 0 from -45' to were made for ¢ = -45' to 900 and then for 0 = 900
900. Data were taken every 50 from -25' to 30' to -45' . The results indicated that there was rela-
and every 10' from -45' to -25' and from 30' tively little difference in the data. Hysteresis in the
to 90". These angles are equivalent to an angle of data can also be experienced during a q,, sweep. If,
attack on the helicopter fus-lage or tail boom due to for example, one run is taken with q.. increasing and
main-rotor downwash and sideward flight airspeeds. the next taken with q, decreasing, repeatability of
The value q, = 20 psf was selected to include the the data may be poor. This effect was avoided by in-
approximate Reynolds numbers experienced by full- creasing tunnel q, from 0 to 20 psf and then varying
scale helicopters (1.0 x 106 < R < 1.8 x 106). Free- 6 in increments consistently from -45' to 900.
stream dynamic pressure, as it relates to Reynolds
number, is shown in figure 5 for the baseline model The final facLur considered was turbulem, ;n the

and the nine polygonal models. tunnel test section. Because of recent improvements
to the 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel, the tur-

During calibration with all beams fully loaded, bulence level was only 0.1 percent of free-stream
the strain-gage balnnce used in the test apparatus for velocity (ref. 8).
each of the models had an accuracy for both normal
force and side force of ±1.25 lb. luwever, the general
repeatability of the force measurements was found to Presentation of Data
be approximately ±0.20 lb. The balance had an accu- The results are presented as the section normal-
racy at q, = 20 psf of ±0.003 for both normal-force force coefficient c, and the section side-force coef-
coefficient and side-force coefficient, with a repeata- ficient cy as a function of angle of flow incidence
bility determined to be ±0.001 for the coefficients. 4. Summary charts for the parameters cy/ and

Because the maximum test free-stream Mach c. at 0 = 00 for configurations S1 to S9 and cal-
number was 0.11. compressibility effects were negli- culated effects of these parameters on tail-rotor and
gible. Because of the small volume of the apparatus main-rotor power are also presented. The coefficients
relative to the test-section volume, the data (lid not are based on the dimension b (maximum width of
require correction for blockage effects (ref. 9). model), which is consistent with presentation of data

in reference 3 and references 10 to 15. The baseline
Based on results in reference 3, several factors tail-boom cross-sectional data were obtained from

were considered that could have caused uncertainties reference 3.
in the data, such as model surface roughness, R,
hysteresis effects caused by flow separation, and flow The data are presented as follows:
turbulence level in the test section. For the first Figure
factor, the model surface was not polished, but unlike
typical helicopter fuselage surfaces it had no rows Aerodynamic characteristics of
of rivet heads. The sheet metal was secured on the configurations Si to 9 and baseline. ..... 6
model frame by sunken screws. The screw holes were Aerodynamic characteristics ofthen tapedl over, configurations Si, S3 , S5 , S7 (without

TRDSC), and baseline 7...........7
Regarding the second factor, lift and drag forces Aerodynamic characteristics of

measured on the models are known to vary widely configurations S2 , S4 , S6 , S8 , S9 (with
as a function of tunnel velocity, particularly in the TRDSC), and baseline .... ........... 8
critical R range. Full-scale rotorcraft experience Aerodynamic characteristics of
varying values of R. and for R = 0.3 x 106 to 0.7x 106 configurations S1, S2 , and baseline .. ..... 9
large changes are known to occur in lift and drag Aerodynamic characteristics of
on blunt bodies such as these. Because the data configurations S3 , S4, and baseline . . . . 10
in this investigation were taken at R = 1.0 x 106 Aerodynamic characteristics of
to 1.8 x 106 (fig. 5), large changes in aerodynamic configurations S5 , S6 , and baseline . . . . 11
forces as a function of R were not a concern (refs. 10 Aerodynamic characteristics of
and 11). configurations S7 , S8 , and baseline . . . . 12
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Aerodynamic characteristics of is higher for Si to S9 than for the baseline. For
configuration S9 and baseline ......... ... 13 comparison purposes, at ¢ = 0' a majority of the

Slope cy/ for configurations S1 to S9  configurations (S1 to S 8) result in values of c, that
and baseline ..... .............. ... 14 are from 3.0 to 3.5 times larger than the baseline

Tail-rotor power factor calculated from cy values. For S, Cz at 4 = 0' is about twice as large
for configurations S1 to S9 and UH-1 . 15 as cz at 4 = 0' for the baseline.

Value of c, at 4 = 00 for configurations SI Results of the data for cy versus 4 (fig. 6(b))
to S9 and baseline ........ ......... 16 indicate a group of three configurations (Si, S2 ,

Calculated effect of cz at 4 = 0' on main-rotor and S9 ) that have slopes (cy/O) which are steeper
thrust (ATnr/Tne) for configurations S than the slope of the baseline data within the linear

range -10' < 4) < 10'. Also for these configurations,

Discussion of Results for General the larger positive and negative values of Cy are about

Aerodynamic Characteristics 2 times as large as the larger baseline values. The re-
maining configurations (S3 to S8) for -100 < 4 < 10"

The section side-force coefficient cy and section have values of cy/O that vary from about one-third
normal-force coefficient c, as a function of 4 are to one-eighth of the baseline value. Configuration S3 ,
presented and discussed. The data from the polygon- which is a flat-bottom diamond with a blunt top, has
shaped sections are compared with data from the a slope of cy/¢ of about one-seventh of the baseline
UH-60 baseline as well as with data from the other value within -10' < 4 < 10'. More detailed com-
polygon models. Results from calculations based on parisons of configurations S1 to S9 are presented in
these data are presented to show the effects of c, and figures 7 to 13.
Cy on main-rotor and tail-rotor power relative to that
of the baseline. Configurations Si, S3 , S 5 , and S 7 Versus

The relationship between 4 and the sideward ve- Baseline

locity of a helicopter in combination with down- Cross-sectional configurations S1, S3 , S5 , and S 7
wash velocity from the main rotor can be expressed (polygonal shapes without a representatie TRDSC)
with simplifying assumptions as tan 4 = Sideward are compared with the baseline configuration in
velocity/Average downwash velocity. If a UH-1-sized terms of c, and Cy as a function of 4 in figure 7. The
helicopter weighing 8000 lb and with a rotor 48 ft in configurations are representative of fuselage cross sec-
diameter is assumed, the rotor disk loading is calcu- tions forward of a tail boom because no TRDSC is
lated to be about 4.4 lb/ft2 in hover. A rule-of-thumb included in the shape.
assumption is that, in hover, the average downwash
dynamic pressure is equal to disk loading; therefore, Configurations S1, S3 , S5 , and S7 all have higher
the average downwash velocity is computed to be values of c, for -15' < 4 < 25' compared with
about 60 ft/sec. In left or right sideward flight then, the baseline values. This result is not unexpected
tan 40 = Sideward velocity/60 ft/sec, and a sideward because the baseline configuration has a smooth oval
velocity of 35 knots yields an angle of flow incidence 4 shape compared with the triangular- and diamond-
at the fuselage of 45' . The sideward-flight-speed en- shaped configurations without a TRDSC contour on
velope for many helicopters is 0 to 35 knots; there- top. Configuration S3 has the highest value of c,
fore. if a large percentage of the operational time for -300 < 4 < 250, with the c, values of S1, S5 ,
spent is assumed to be between 20 knots right and and S7 being grouped together at -10' < < < 100
20 knots left, then the speed range could be repre- but noticeably less (about 25 percent) at = 00

sented by an equivalent range of 4 of -30' to 300. when compared with S3 . It is not obvious by visual
inspection of the shapes of S1, S3 , S5 , and S7 why

Configurations S1 to S 9 Versus Baseline the values of c, fall in this order.

A summary of c, and cy1 as a function of 4 At the more extreme values of q5 investigated
for configurations S1 to S9 and for the baseline is (-450 < 4 < -200 and 250 < 4)< 90'), values of c,
presented in figure 6. The results indicate a wide for the baseline configuration are within the range of
variation in c, and cy over the range of 0 investigated, the values of c, for all the polygon-shaped configura-
The variations were not unexpected, based on the tions. Because the magnitude of fuselage down load
diversity of blunt shapes under consideration. The is important in hover and low-speed flight (fuselage
larger the positive value of c., the higher the fuselage down-load loss varies between about 3 and 8 per-
down-load penalty that must be compensated for by cent of total main-rotor thrust, depending on the
main-rotor thrust. Within -15' K 4) < 150, cz particular helicopter design), the magnitude of c,-
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which depends on fuselage size and shape--must be 24 percent of the baseline cy/¢, respectively. The
given serious consideration by the designer. If a large value of the shallow slope of cy/¢ that is characteris-
percent of the low-speed operational time is assumed tic of the S3 configuration (flat-bottom diamond with
to be in the range of -30' < t0 < 300 (between a blunt top) is similar to the value obtained on a two-
about 20 knots right and 20 knots left), the down- dimensional circular cylinder reported in reference 3
load penalty on a helicopter that uses S1 , S3, S5, and (table I).
S7 in the tail boom and fuselage would be expected to
be appreciably higher compared with the penalty on Configurations S2, S4, S6, S8 , and S 9
one that uses fuselage sections shaped like the base- Versus Baseline
line configuration. In fact, if just the tail-boom por- Results from the polygon-shaped fuselage config-
tion of the fuselage is considered, and if it is assumed urations equipped with representative TRDSC's (2,
that the tail boom is responsible for one-fourth of 4,6,io n d wit a pres ntthe Rom the
the down-load penalty of a given helicopter fuselage S4, i6, 8, and a) are shown with those from the

that has a total fuselage down load of 4 percent of baseline configuration in figure 8. These configura-

main-rotor thrust, then a tripling of the value of the tions are geometrically similar to those considered in

baseline c, at 4 = 00 would result in a revised total figure 7 except for the addition of the S9 configura-

fuselage down load of 6 p.-cent, or a loss in overall tion (narrow rectangular shape with representative

vehicle lift capability of about 2 percent. Likewise, TRDSC). The variations of cz and cy with 4 (fig. 8)
if the c, were doubled compared with that of the are similar to the results shown in figure 7 and dis-

baseline configuration, the loss in lift would be an cussed in the previous section, with the addition of

additional 1 percent, for a total of 5 percent. TRDSC's having a small effect on the overall results.
The S9 configuration produces cz and cy results that

The linear portions of the curves of cy versus ¢ are expected based on results from S2, which has a
in figure 7(b) are contained for the most part at somewhat similar shape.
-10' < 4 < 10' and reflect attached flow (i.e., small
degree of flow separation) on the models. The data Figure 8(a) shows that the maximum cz value at
at ¢ > 10' and ¢ < -10' represent conditions of € = 0 results from S4 . Also, the maximum value ofmassive flow separation (i.e., stall). At -100 < ¢ Cz for 54 is approximately the same as that for $3 in
massivefthe seperathen sloe.o 5, t he hge the' <figure 7(a). Within -10' < 0 < 10', the value of c,< 10' , the steeper the slope of cy/0, the higher the for the remaining configurations with TRDSC's fall
potential side-force sensitivity for a given helicopter above the baseline values.
fuselage that incorporates these shapes in its design.
Because these nine shapes are generally applicable The results shown in figure 8(b) are similar to
to fuselage sections (both tail boom and sections those in figure 7(b), except that the addition of S9 to
forward of the tail boom), the effect of the steepness the group results in values of Cy/O and maximum pos-
of cy/¢ on the net fuselage yawing moment would be itive and negative values of cy on the order of those
an integrated effect along the entire fuselage length. for S1 and S2. The comments given in the previous
Also, high fuselage side forces would result from large section regarding the results shown in figure 7(b) also
positive and negative values of cy, and correcting for generally apply to the results in figure 8(b).
these forces requires some angle of bank to trim the
vehicle when hovering over a spot on the ground in Configurations With and Without a
a crosswind. TRDSC

The baseline configuration has a large value of In this section of the paper, the effects on c,
c./O when compared with those of other typical he- and cy of similarly shaped configurations with and
licopter tail-boom cross-sectional configurations such without a TRDSC (S1 and S2 , S3 and S4 , S5 and
as the UH-1 and the AH-64 (table I). Interestingly, S6, and S7 and S8 ) are discussed and compared
SI (narrow truncated triangle shape) has a slope that with the effects of the baseline configuration. The
is approximately 30 percent steeper than that of the results are presented in figures 9 to 12. The results
baseline configuration for -10' < ¢ < 100, and the for configuration S9 alone are compared with the
maximum positive and negative values for Si of cy baseline in figure 13. Key values (cz at 4 = 00 and
at € = -20' and 46 = 150, respectively, are about cy/O at -100 < 4 < 100) taken from the data for
2 times as large as the largest values of cy for the configurations S1 to S9 are presented in table II. The
baseline configuration. Also, cy remains high for same values for large-scale UH-60, UH-1, and AH-64
150 < 4 < 900 and -450 < € < -200 for S1. The models taken from reference 3 are given in table I
values of cy/O at -10' < ¢ < 10' for configurations to provide additional comparisons. Data for these
S3 , S5 , and S7 are about 13 percent, 38 percent, and models were obtained in the same range of Reynolds
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numbers as that for S1 to S9 . The tail-boom sections on cz at 4 = 00 and reduces cz at -350 < 0 < - 10 0
(UH-1, UH-60, and AH-64) were modeled from a and 150 < 4) < 350 .

boom station under the 80-percent main-rotor-blade Outside the linear range of data points for
radial station. - 100 > 0 > 100, the absolute values of cy for S3 and

S1 versus S2 versus baseline. The results S4 are generally lower than those for the baseline. If

for tie narrow triangular configurations, one with a incorporated into a helicopter fuselage design, S3 and

truncated top (S1) and the second with a rounded S4 would likely result in low fuselage side-force and

top that modeled a TRDSC (S2 ), are presented with yawing-moment characteristics compared with those

the baseline results in figure 9. The results show a of the UH-60 baseline model.

much larger cz for S, and S2 compared with that S5 versus S6 versus baseline. The results for
of the baseline for -15 0 < 0 < 100 (fig. 9(a)). At the S5 , S6, and baseline configurations are shown
0 = 00, c for Si and S2 is about 3 times larger in figure 11. The figure shows results similar to
than the baseline cz. Also, at 25r° < 4 < 900, the those of the other configurations investigated, with
values of c. for S1 and S2 are lower than those for values of cz for S5 and S6 at -150 < 0 < 150
the baseline. The TRDSC on S2 appears to have being much greater than those for the baseline. For
little effect in reducing c. compared with S1. The -150 < 0 < 150, the values of cz for S5 and S6 are
Si and S2 shapes with higher values of c, will yield virtually identical. At 0 = 00, cz is about 2.7 times
larger down-load losses than will the baseline when larger than the baseline value (0.8 versus 0.3). The
incorporated into a helicopter fuselage. TRDSC on S6 appears to be effective in reducing

Measurements in the linear portion of the curves c, compared with those of S5 and the baseline for

in figure 9(b) (-100 < 0 < 100) indicate that S1 -450 < ¢ < - 250 and 250 < 0 < 550.

and S 2 have about 30 percent and 40 percent steeper Compared with the baseline configuration
slopes, respectively, than the baseline. The steepness (fig. 11(b)), configurations S5 and S6 have a lower
of the slopes within this range of 0 and the generally cu/0 for -100 < 0 < 100. (See table II for values.)
high values of c., throughout the rest of the 0 range The magnitudes of Cy for configurations S5 and S 6 are
indicate that, if these shapes were incorporated into virtually identical for -20' < d < 150, which indi-
a helicopter fuselage design, higher side-force and cates that the TRDSC on configuration S6 has little
yawing-moment characteristics would likely result for or no aerodynamic effect in this range of 0. Com-
Si and S2 compared with the baseline. The effect pared with the baseline values, the values of cy/0 for
of the TRDSC on S 2 compared with S1 results in a S5 and S 6 in the linear range of 0 are low (about 2.7
. "t,,per lop ii n1C iiiar lange atld larger positive times lower than the baseline). Based on compari-
and negative values of cu for 0 beyond the linear son with data in tables I and II, if these configura-
range (15' < 6 < -20'). tions were used in a helicopter fuselage design, the

fuselage side-force and yawing-moment characteris-
$3 versus S- versus baseline. Results for the tics would be expected to be low compared with those

3, S . and base, line configurations are presented in of the tail-boom cross-sectional configurations on the
figure 10. The values of cz at -20' < p - 20' UH-60 and UH-1 helicopters. rhe values ofcyi for
for S:i and S. are much larger than the values for S5 and S6 are, however, larger in magnitude than the
the baseline, and at 0 = 00, the values for S3  values of cyib for the AH-64.
and Sj are about .5 times larger than the baseline
value (fig. 10(a)). In figure 10(b), slopes of c/11/ S7 versus S 8 versus baseline. The results for
within -10' < 0 < 10' for S3 and S 4 are low the S 7 , S8, and baseline configurations are presented
compared with c./ of the baseline. The slope of in figure 12. Both S 7 and S 8 have a much larger c,
r,1 for S: is the lowest of the nine polygon-shaped within -200 < 0 < 200 than that of the baseline. At

configurations investigated arid, in fact, is nearly 0 = 0', Cz for S 7 and S 8 are 2.5 to 3 times that
as low as c,/0 for a circular cylinder reported in of the baseline. (See table II.) The effect of the
reference 3. (See tables I and 1I.) Within the same TRDSC on the results of S 8 at -450 < 0 < -250
range of 6 (-103 < 6 < 10'). S4 has a value and 250 < 0 < 600 is of interest because c. for S 8 is
of c!,/O about the same as that obtained on the much lower than it is for S 7 and for the baseline. For
two-dimensional AH-64 tail-boom model (cylindrical 700 < 0 < 900, S 7 (without a TRDSC) has the lowest
shape with a TRDSC) investigated in reference 3. c. and the baseline has the largest value. Because
(See tables I and 1I.) The TRDSC (pointed top) much of the operational time for a helicopter is at
results in a steeper slope of (.q/ for Sj than for S 3 in -30' < 0 < 30' (equal to sideward flight speeds
the linear )art of the curves. It has a negligible effe-t of about 0 to 20 knots), -',ce cz for configurations
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S7 and S8 is 2.5 to 3 times that of the baseline than the baseline configuration when used in a he-
('onfiguration, the down-load penalty for S7 arid Ss licopter fuselage. Also, higher values of c(/o con-
fuselage designs will be much greater than that of the tribute to higher fuselage yawing moments, which in
baseline, right crosswinds (positive o) would increase the tail-

rotor power required. In right crosswinds. the tail
In the range of 0 where the data are linear in rotor normally thrusts to the right; therefore, a pos-

figure 12(b) (-10' < o < 10'), configurations 87 and itive value of c. will then assist in yaw control.
8 have identical slopes (see values in table II), and

this equality indicates that the TRDSC has no effect Calculations based on a right crosswind condition
on cY in this range of o. The side-force and yawing- of an airspeed of 20 knots and wind coming from
moment characteristics of 87 and Ss when included 60' to the right of the nose of a UH-1 class (Bell
in a fuselage design will likely be low compared with 204B) helicopter indicate that the tail-rotor power
those generated by the baseline and are on the same required to overcome the boom force when configu-
order as those of a circular tail boom with a TRDSC rations Si to So are used in the tail boom would vary
(AH-64). (See tables I and II.) from about 0.3 to 2.3 times the power required of tile

baseline Bell 204B (fig. 15). Data are available from
S9 versus baseline. The results for configura- both flight investigation (ref. 6) and wind-tunnel in-

tion So (narrow rectangular shape with a TRDSC) vestigation (ref. 3) to use in the calculations. The
and the baseline results are given in figure 13. The calculations are based on the following rationale. If
c (fig. 13(a)) is higher for So at -100 < o < 100 the maximum value of c for configuration So (-3.0
and is about 2 times larger than that of the baseline at 0 = 15'. fig. 13(b)) is com)ared with the ('orre-
at 0 - 0° . For 450 < O K 90 ° , c for S is about sponding value for the UH-1 tail-boom model (-1.3
one-third the baseline value, with TRDSC. ref. 3). an estimate of the tail-rotor

The value of q/O for 89 (fig. 13(b)) is about power needed to overcome the boon force can Ibe

60 percent greater than for the baseline at -10' < made. The size and shape of the UH- 1 arid 204B tail

0 < l0'. In fact, of the nine configurations inves- booms are identical. The maximum measured c.q for

tigate(l. So results in the steepest slope. It should the UH-1 model is assumed to represent tie iaxi-

also be noted that the largest positive and nega- muni boomn contribution to tail-rotor power required

tive values of c. for Sq are about twice as large (20 hp for full-scale helicopter for these conditions,
as the corresponding values of c. for the baseline ref. 6). When the niaximim cq for configuration So

configuration. and the margin continues throughout is divided by the maximum value of C.q for the UH-1.

-15 ° > o > 150 . St would be expected to have high the result is 3.0/1.3 - 2.3: therefore, the maxinium
side-force and yawing-nioment characteristics con- tail-boom contribution to tail-rotor power required

pared with those of the baseline when incorporated for configuration 89 is approximately 2.3 x 20 hp

in a helicopter tuselage design. = 46 lip if configuration Sq is installed as the boom
shape on a UH-1 class helicopter. In terms of overall

Effect of Side-Force Characteristics (c'/0 power, if the helicopter is assumed to require 600 hp

and maximum cy) on Tail-Rotor Power to hover in a 20-knot wind. the change in tail-rotor
power of 26 hp (46 hp - 20 hp = 26 hp) for the heli-

Figure 14 presents a bar chart of c./O for copter with an S9-configured boom compared with
- 100 < 0 < 10' for configurations Si to Sq the baseline represents an increase of 4.3 percent.
and the baseline. The effects of the maximum It, nmust be remembered for these calculations that
value of cy on tail-rotor power were then calcu- two-dimensional data arc being applied with three-
lated for configurations S1 to Sq based on a UH-1 dimensional data, so the results shown in figure 15
class (Bell 204B) helicopter and are presented with indicate trends only.
flight data from the 204B (ref. 6) in figure 15. The
204B helicopter was used as a baseline configura- Effect of Down-Load Characteristics (c: at
tion in this case because of the type of flight data 6 = 0° ) on Main-Rotor Power
available. A summary bar chart that presents the section

The data represented in the summary bar chart normal-force (down-load) coefficients c. at o = 0'
(fig. 14) are taken from the linear portion of the for configurations S to Sq with those for the baseline
slopes between -100 < O < 100. Configurations Si. configuration is given in figure 16. The down loads
S2 , 'n(d Sq have slope-R that are greater than that of all the polygon-shaped configurations are much
of the baseline and therefore, in crosswinds could higher than that of the oval-shapcd baseline model
be expected to yield higher side-force characteristics because of the flat surfaces normal to thc flow and
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the increased - Meae area. With the same assuinp- signs that are likely to produce higher side-force and
t ions as y.!en previously, the effects on miain-rotor yawing-mioment characteristics than the baseline.
thrust ot tail-boomn down load in hover are colnputedl 5. Configurations S:j to S8 had lower slopes of
ar Il the results are presented in figure 17. if the Cy/0 conipared with the baseline within -10' <
polygoti-shapedl miodls are substitutedI for the base- o < 100. The values were closer to the value of a
tlne UH-6t) tail booni, the( calculated Increase in hover circular cylinder with a tail-rotor drive-shaft cover.
(town loadI on tire, boom would require air additional Comnpared with the baseline, configurations S:i to Ss
niain-rotor thrust of approximately 1 to 2.5 percent. will result in mioderate to low side-force and yawing-
Again,. the wSsuliplt ions includedI in the calculat ions mioment characteristics when incorporated into a he(-
mrake the accuracy of the( derived values questionable: licopter fuselage design.
Ihowever. the( t rends are believedI to be applicab~le. 6. Calculations based onl the uraxinium value of

Concluding Remarks Cy for Si to S9 indlicate that the tail-rotor power
required to overcome the tail-boom sidec force varied

Ai~ invest igat ion was condulctedl inl the Langley front about 0.3 to 2.3 timies the baseline (Bell 204B
I -1- b)y 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to determuine the helicopter) value.
aerodyn~aic characteristics of nine large-scale two-
(linersiotial pol 'ygon-shape-l fuselage niodelk that NAALneYRsac('tr

wef ofnl riangurlar (configurations SI S2 . HampAn Ah> R2:3681 'ete
S anl Sl ) . diamond (conifigurat ions Sj S1 7 'Junle 25. 1992

and I x). and rectangular (configuration Sg) in shape.
Sect ion idv~i-f( rce coefficients c' 1 an(d normial-force
cocthicieit s c. wvrev obtaied on each miodel at angles References
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Table I. Key Values of cz and Cy for Tail-Boom Cross-Sectional Models of
Baseline (UH-60), UH-1, and AH-64 Helicopters

[From ref. 3]

Average cy/¢ at
-1 0 0 < 0 < 100,

Configuration cz at ¢ = 00 per degree

Baseline with TRDSC 0.30 -0.130

UH-1 with TRDSC 0.37 -0.110

AH-64 with TRDSC 0.61 -0.032
AH-64 without TRDSC (circular cylinder) .65 -. 010

Table II. Key Values of c, and cy for Configurations S I to $9 and Baseline

Average cy/O at
-100 < 0 < 100 ,

Configuration cz at 4 = 00 per degree

$1 0.91 -0.171
S2 a .97 -. 182

S3  1.08 -0.017
54 a 1.08 -. 031

S5  0.79 -0.049
S6 a .80 -.049

S7  0.87 -0.031
$8a .80 -. 031

S9 ' 0.62 -0.207
Baseline (UH-60) a  .30 -. 130

'Configuration with TRDSC.
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Figure 1. Concluded.
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Figure 2. Conventions for positive sense of flow inclination, model reference dimensions, and aerodynamic
coefficients.
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional test apparatus in Langley 14- by 22-Foot Subsonic TFunnel.
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Figure 4. Helicopter cross-sectional test apparatus. All linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 7. Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations SI, S3 , S5 , S7 (without TRDSC), and baseline.
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Figure 8. Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations S2, S4, S6, S8 , S9 (with TRDSC), and baseline.
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Figure 9. Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations SI, S2 , and baseline.
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Figure 11. Aerodynamic characteristic; of configurations S5, S6, and baseline.
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Figure 12. Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations S7, S8, and baseline.
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Figure 13. Aerodynamic characteristics of configurations S9 and baseline.
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helicopter (Bell 204B).
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